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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Impact Size: Doing this right may not be doing this fast and large 
2. Adaptability not replicability: Every community is different and as such 

the program implemented must be as well.  
3. Consider capacity: Governments, communities, and programs all have a 

limited capacity. Don’t assume the group can do things it may not have the 
capacity to do 

4. Indigenous Leadership: This is not necessarily a recommendation but I 
cannot stress the importance empowerment enough.
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LITERATURE REVIEWSUMMARY

PURPOSE

METHODS

This project works to consolidate information from a variety of sources including 
literature and expert interviews in order to build a model for international 
development programs. This model is built using information from poverty 
reduction programs based in the Central African region the model is 
comprehensive enough to be adapted for programs and projects. The main 
components in this model are; needs-based assessment, indigenous leadership, 
deliberate implementation, and extensive evaluation. 

▪ In the nonprofit sector, we are working to advance change and we want that 
change to be beneficial and lasting. This project is working to ensure that 
international development projects are increasingly so. 

▪ As it is such a large field international development projects have a wide range 
of methodologies and success rates, this model is not an attempt for all 
projects to abide by a singular methodology but instead encourages 
organizations to have specific components included in each program.

RESEARCH
At a base level what this project works to understand is what makes International 
Development poverty reduction programs that are implemented by foreign 
organizations in the Central African Region effective in ensuring participants 
maintain self sufficiency.  
The information was then used to build an adaptable model

▪ LITERATURE REVEIW: The literature review provided the backbone for the 
paper and the foundation of the model. 

▪ From existing studies and analysis this project gleans what makes programs 
successful vs what makes programs unsuccessful and uses that information to 
discern the basic necessary components in a program. 

▪ EXPERT INTERVIEWS: The interviews and data analysis portion served as the 
verification, test, and cross reference for the model. 

▪ Through discussion with three experts about their experience and 
understanding of successful programs, this project is able to discern what 
components would be included in a model and cross reference that with the 
new model created, adapting and improving the model to include those 
components.

EXPERT INTERVIEWS

- Emphasis on follow through 
- Attribution, raw data, continued evaluation

Interview 1 // Director of Programs 

Interview 2 // Country Director

Interview 3 // Monitoring & Evaluation Officer

- Emphasis on program as a whole 
- Saturation, graduation, evaluation

- Emphasis on methodology of the program 
- Timeline, capacity, impact, collaboration
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